We examine the possible extent of melting in rockiron super-earths, focusing on those in the habitable zone. We consider the energetics of accretion and core formation, the timescale of cooling and its dependence on viscosity and partial melting, thermal regulation via the temperature dependence of viscosity, and the melting curves of rock and iron components at the ultra-high pressures characteristic of superearths. We find that the efficiency of kinetic energy deposition during accretion increases with planetary mass; considering the likely role of giant impacts and core formation, we find that super-earths probably complete their accretionary phase in an entirely molten state. Considerations of thermal regulation lead us to propose model temperature profiles of super-earths that are controlled by silicate melting. We estimate melting curves of iron and rock components up to the extreme pressures characteristic of superearth interiors based on existing experimental and ab initio results and scaling laws. We construct superearth thermal models by solving the equations of mass conservation and hydrostatic equilibrium, together with equations of state of rock and iron components. We set the potential temperature at the core-mantle boundary and at the surface to the local silicate melting temperature. We find that ancient (∼4 Gyr) super-earths may be partially molten at the top and bottom of their mantles, and that mantle convection is sufficiently vigorous to sustain dynamo action over the whole range of super-earth masses.
Introduction
Melting is a fundamentally important planetary process in our Solar System and is likely to be also important in super-earth exoplanets. The significance of melting is generic because it derives from fundamental properties of liquids generated by partial melting, especially their viscosity and density, which differ significantly from that of coexisting solids. Buoyant transport of liquids is an important source of mass and heat transport even at low melt fractions, because liquids are so much more mobile owing to their much lower viscosity. At high melt fractions, such as in iron-rich cores and early magma oceans, the characteristic velocities of flow are orders of magnitude larger than in the solid state, allowing for high surface heat flux and for the generation of magnetic fields. The chemical composition of partial melts also differs significantly from coexisting solids: partial melting is an important source of chemical differentiation, such as the production of lower density crust from the mantle, and the freezing out of higher density solids in cooling iron-rich cores.
Our focus here is on those exoplanets that are similar in composition to the terrestrial planets of our solar system, that is dominated by iron and rock components, and which are Earth-sized or larger. Such bodies are likely to be abundant as indicated by an analysis of the composition of stars that host exoplanets, which show heavy element fractions rich in Fe, O, Mg and Si, and with elemental ratios similar to those of Solar System rocky bodies [1] . Massradius relationships already show several transiting exoplanets that are consistent with rock-iron compositions, despite observational biases against detection of such relatively small bodies [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] . Most transiting exoplanets discovered to date in the super-earth mass range (1-10 M E ) have much larger radii, indicating the presence of large gaseous or icy envelopes. Very recently, super-earth-sized exoplanets have been found within the habitable zone of their host star [10, 11] .
How hot are the interiors of rocky super-earth exoplanets? The interior temperature controls long-term planetary evolution and processes with potentially observable consequences such as volcanism and magnetic field generation. The volcanic flux and magnetic field strength both scale with the heat flux out of the interior F [12, 13] . Assuming the flux is dominated by thermal convection and neglecting internal heat sources such as those owing to radioactive decay or tidal heating where T TBL is the temperature contrast across the thermal boundary layer, and the properties within the boundary layer: ρ is density, α is the volumetric thermal expansivity, g is gravitational acceleration, C P is isobaric heat capacity, k is thermal conductivity and η is dynamic viscosity [14] . The dependence on planetary mass is weak, and appears explicitly through g ∝ M
1−2β p
, where β is the exponent of the mass-radius relationship for super-earths (β ≈ 0.27) [15] . We consider two thermal boundary layers: at the surface of the planet, T TBL = T p − T s , where T p is the interior potential temperature of the mantle, and T s is the surface temperature and at the core-mantle boundary T TBL = T c − T pc , where T c is the temperature at the core-mantle boundary and T pc is the temperature of the adiabat with potential temperature T p at the core-mantle boundary.
If the heat flux out of the interior is much less than the stellar flux, then the surface temperature T s is controlled by thermal equilibrium with stellar irradiation. In the absence of a thick atmosphere
where a is the orbital radius, T and R are the stellar effective temperature and radius, A is the Bond albedo and d is a distribution coefficient: d = 4 in the case of efficient redistribution of stellar irradiation over the whole planetary surface and d = 2 in case the dayside retains all the heat. Observations of thermal emission from 55 CnC e indicate inefficient redistribution d ≈ 2 and a small Bond albedo A < 0.5 [16] . The calculated surface temperatures of transiting super-earth exoplanets discovered so far are very hot compared with those of Solar System planets. In some cases (Kepler-10b, CnC 55 e, CoRot-7b), the calculated surface temperature (d = 4) exceeds the silicate solidus, so that these planets may have molten rock at the surface. Planets that are molten at the surface likely possess a magma ocean that extends to hundreds of kilometres depth into the planet. Comparison of the silicate melting curve with the silicate adiabat [17] shows that for T s = 2100 K, similar to that of Kepler-10b assuming d = 4, the adiabat lies above the liquidus (complete melting) to a pressure P = 30 GPa, and lies between liquidus and solidus (partial melting) to a pressure P > 150 GPa. These pressures correspond to depths of 400 km for complete melting and greater than 1500 km for partial melting in the case M p = 5 M . The maximum thickness of the partially molten zone is uncertain, because our knowledge of the silicate melting curve at pressure P > 150 GPa is limited, and because it may depend on the efficiency of interior heat transport between day and nightside, particularly for planets such as Kepler-10b that are very close to their parent star and may be tidally locked [18] . Thick magma oceans may distort the stellar magnetic field because of the relatively high conductivity of silicate melt when compared with solid silicates, similar to the case of the distortion of Jupiter's magnetic field by Io [19] . The electrical conductivity of silicate melts increases with increasing pressure, so that very deep magma oceans may generate their own magnetic field through dynamo action [20] .
Planets in the habitable zone are likely to have interior temperatures that greatly exceed their surface temperatures. The reason is that a large fraction of planetary heat is likely left over from the accretion process. The kinetic energy of accretion converted to heat is sufficient to melt a superearth several times over. However, much of this kinetic energy is rapidly lost during the accretion process via radiation, and only some fraction is deposited in the interior during the planet's formation [21] . The recognition that giant impacts are a generic part of rocky planet accretion has changed our views of this energy balance. Giant impacts are very efficient at depositing heat in the interior, much more so than the infinitesimal accretion that dominated early thinking about this problem.
The importance of impactor size in the deposition of accretional kinetic energy can be illustrated through the following analysis. A hydrodynamical modelling study [22] found that the amount of melt M melt produced scales with the kinetic energy of the impactor of mass M i and velocity v i as
where E M is the energy required to heat the material from 300 K to above the liquidus, including the latent heat of melting. We have approximated the best-fit computed relationship by equating mass scaling to volume scaling and to one of pure kinetic energy scaling, which is consistent, within uncertainty, to best fit parameters determined by Pierazzo et al. [22] . If we take the limit that the deposited heat is efficiently redistributed through the entire planet, and equate the righthand side of equation (1.3) with the resulting thermal energy: M p C P (T p − T s ) then assuming that the entire planet starts off isothermally at T s , 4) where the prime on the heat capacity indicates an effective value that accounts for the latent heat of melting [23] , and the efficiency of kinetic energy deposition
We have added a prime to the efficiency factor to distinguish it from the older definition, which relates the kinetic energy to heat deposited only in the impact zone and which was assumed to be independent of impactor mass [21] . This analysis shows that the efficiency of kinetic energy deposition increases with increasing impactor size: giant impacts deposit more heat energy density than smaller impacts.
To examine impact melting in more detail, we have reproduced the analysis of [24] and applied it to super-earths (figure 1). Following that study, we assume that the impact produces a subsurface isobaric core in the form of an internal tangent sphere with radius equal to that of the impactor and pressure and temperature determined by the Hugoniot relation and the impact velocity. Also following Tonks and Melosh, we use dunite as a convenient analogue material for the rocky component of super-earths because its Hugoniot is well characterized and widely studied. The impact velocity required to completely melt the isobaric core is small compared with typical impact velocities in the late stages of planetary accretion: for dunite, the critical velocity is 8.6 km s −1 (Hugoniot pressure P H = 150 GPa), equivalent to the escape velocity (and therefore minimum impact velocity) for a planet with mass of only 0.5 M . Outside the isobaric core, the particle velocity decreases as r −2 , where r is the distance from the edge of the core, producing concentric spheres of diminishing heating. The completely molten zone can be much larger than the impactor for typical impact velocities. Outside the completely molten zone are concentric spheres of partial melting; the critical velocity for partial melting in dunite is 6.5 km s −1 (P H = 102 GPa). For large amounts of melting geometric corrections become important: one must find the overlapping volume of the melt sphere and the planetary sphere [25] .
Results show that substantial melting is expected during the accretion of rocky planets. For example for M p = 5 M , M i = 0.1 M p , and minimal impact velocity, 60% of the planet is molten if the initial temperature T 0 = 300 K. If we consider the cumulative effect of several impacts during the accretion process, such a cold initial temperature may be unrealistic. If the planet had been completely or substantially molten by a prior impact, we may expect it to cool rapidly, until it approaches the solidus temperature, T sol where the viscosity, and the cooling timescale increase rapidly. If we assume that T 0 = T sol , then 90% is melted by the impact. Simulations of planetary accretion find that impactors with M i = 0.1 M p are common, and that even larger impacts also occur: perhaps 20% with M i > 0.4 M p [26] . With M i = 0.4 M p and minimal impact velocity, the planet is more than 90% molten for M p > 1.7 M from a cold start and for M p > 0.9 M for T 0 = T sol . We have focused on minimal impact velocities in order to obtain conservative estimates of melting and because the probability of accretion, as opposed to impact erosion or hit-and-run events, increases with decreasing impact velocity. In general, the impact velocity
where v ∞ is the relative velocity at infinite separation, and G is the gravitational constant.
For typical values found in accretion simulations v ∞ ≈ 5 km s −1 [26] , the amount of melting for the case with M p = 5 M , M i = 0.1 M p and T 0 = 300 K, increases by a few per cent. Beyond the scope of the present analysis are factors not considered by Tonks & Melosh [24] that should be considered in future studies of giant impact melting, including the effect of increasing hydrostatic pressure with depth in the target body [27] , and the effects of vapourization [28] .
Many super-earths may be completely molten at the end of accretion. In addition to the accumulation of kinetic energy derived from one or more giant impacts, the energy released by Viscosity as a function of temperature at a typical pressure for planetary mantles (P = 100 GPa; red envelope), and cooling time (blue curve, right-hand axis) as a function of temperature. The viscosity and its temperature dependence in the solid state [34] , and liquid state [35] are taken from ab initio studies. Melt fraction is assumed to vary linearly with temperature between solidus and liquidus, and the dependence of viscosity on melt fraction is taken from experiment [36, 37] . The isentropic temperature (2400 K) is computed with HeFESTo assuming a potential temperature of 1600 K [38] ; the solidus (3950 K) and liquidus (4950 K) temperatures are from an experimental study [39] . The cooling time is computed from equation (1.7) up to the temperature of the viscosity collapse, and from the scaling appropriate for hard turbulence and an overlying thick atmosphere at higher temperature [35] . The green box indicates typical times of rocky planet accretion [40, 41] . (Online version in colour.)
core formation is sufficient in itself to melt the entire planet. The gravitational energy released by core formation is equivalent to a temperature increase of the entire planet [29] 
where we have assumed that the ratios of mantle to core density, mass and radius are the same as in the Earth, and we have not accounted for the latent heat of melting. For M p = 5 M , the temperature rise is 7000, or 3500 K if we account for the latent heat of melting. In detail, the energy released by core formation is not distributed uniformly: a large fraction of energy is partitioned into the sinking iron-rich material. In this scenario, the planet at the end of accretion has a superheated core [30] . Cores form easily even in bodies as small as the Moon or Mars before the onset of silicate melting via diapiric instability of the denser iron-rich material [31] . Geochemical evidence indicates that even in bodies as small as asteroids, core formation is a rapid process (few myr) in this case assisted by the energy released by short-lived radioisotopes such as 26 Al [32, 33] . How does an initially molten planetary mantle cool? The initial stages of cooling are rapid, with cooling times of only 10 kyr (figure 2). Rapid cooling continues until a significant proportion of the planet has crystallized. The viscosity rises rapidly as the solidus is approached and the cooling time rapidly increases beyond 1 Gyr. The cooling time τ = M p C P (T p − T s )/4π R 2 P F. For melt-fraction φ 0.4, and ignoring the variation of the flux with g and material properties other than the viscosity [42] , viscosity [43] and the temperature difference [44] . Planets therefore retain most of the heat that is deposited in their interiors since their formation: larger planets retain their heat longer than smaller planets. The retention of heat in the core is still more efficient, because convection cannot penetrate the core-mantle boundary. The distribution of melt fraction in a cooling planet is unlikely to be homogeneous at any stage once crystallization begins, significantly complicating the analysis of the cooling time. For example, it has been proposed that deep melt layers may survive for billions of years protected by an overlying insulating solid layer [45] . The cooling time depends on temperature, and strongly for temperature in between the solidus and liquidus (figure 2). For example, with φ = 0.1, the cooling time is half the melt-free value assuming all other values to be equal. This strong dependence suggests a thermal-regulation (homeostatic) mechanism in the evolution of super-earths: as the planet cools towards the solidus, the heat flux diminishes, allowing heat from internal sources to accumulate, warming the planet again. This type of thermal regulation mechanism has been proposed to operate in the terrestrial planets, although the argument did not consider super-solidus temperatures or include the possible influence of partial melt, emphasizing instead the weaker temperature dependence of the melt-free viscosity [46] . A recent study argued for the importance of thermal self-regulation in super-earths [47] . As the planet cools, the viscosity rises, particularly in the deep mantle because of the strong pressure dependence of viscosity, which tends to make convection more sluggish [47, 48] . Dynamical simulations show that the planet never cools sufficiently to become so viscous that it stops convecting, because of internal heat generation [47] . The possible effects of partial melting were not considered in these calculations, in part because the large change in viscosity on partial melting poses numerical challenges that are yet to be overcome.
We argue that the thermal state of super-earth interiors in the habitable zone is governed by silicate melting. Partial melt in evolved super-earths, if it exists, is likely to be concentrated in thermal boundary layers. The reason being that in thermal boundary layers, the temperature rises much more steeply than the silicate melting temperature with increasing depth, whereas in the adiabatic, convecting interior, the temperature rises much more slowly than the melting curve. Boundary layer temperatures near the solidus are likely because (i) super-earths start out super-liquidus and cool rapidly until the boundary layer temperature approaches the solidus temperature (figure 2), (ii) cooling becomes inefficient as the solidus is approached, and (iii) heat flux depends strongly on temperature via the boundary layer viscosity, so that thermal regulation is likely to keep the boundary layer temperature nearly constant. A recent study also arrived at the conclusion that the steady-state core-mantle boundary temperature in super-earths is equal to that of silicate melting, albeit using a somewhat different argument [13] . In the present-day Earth, melting is known to occur towards the base of the upper thermal boundary layer, and evidence from seismology indicates anomalous structures in the bottom-most mantle that may be explained by partial melt at the core-mantle boundary [49, 50] .
Estimates of the melting temperature of major planet forming materials are important for understanding super-earth thermal evolution (figure 3). Our knowledge is still limited, because typical pressures exceed those that can be routinely reached in the laboratory, and ab initio simulations have only begun to explore the relevant pressure-temperature regime. For the silicate melting point, we assume the Lindemann melting law [58] 8) wherem andv are the mean atomic mass and volume, respectively, k B is the Boltzmann constant, h is the Planck constant divided by 2π , θ is the Debye temperature and f is the critical ratio of vibration amplitude to atomic spacing at melting. For applications to the core-mantle boundary of super-earths, we assume that the solid phase is MgSiO 3 post-perovskite [59, 60] , and compute the volume and Debye temperature as a function of pressure along the 1600 K adiabat from the thermodynamic model of [38] . We chose the value of f = 0. [50] Spaulding et al. [53] pressure (Mbar) pressure (Mbar) [39, 51] , the solidus [39, 52] , a proposed superliquidus liquid-liquid phase transition [53] , and the ab initio melting curve of MgSiO 3 in the lower pressure perovskite phase [50] , and (b) determinations of pure iron melting from experiment [54] and ab initio theory [55] , brackets on the melting curve from ab initio theory [56] and the Lindemann law result based on subsolidus ab initio phonon calculations [57] . Arrows at the top indicate the pressure at the core-mantle boundary (a) and at the planetary centre (b).
(Online version in colour.)
curve intersects the MgSiO 3 liquidus temperature of 5400 K at 140 GPa [39] . Our results for the silicate melting curve are well approximated over the relevant pressure range by the Simon-like power law [61] T rock = 5400 K P 140 GPa 0.480 .
(1.9)
The mantles of super-earths are unlikely to be composed of pure MgSiO 3 . To account for the role of possible impurities, such as additional MgO in excess of SiO 2 , as in the Earth's mantle, as well as other components such as FeO, CaO and Al 2 O 3 , we estimate the solidus using the cryoscopic equation [62] 
where T is the melting temperature of the solution, T 0 that of the pure substance, x 0 is the mole fraction of the pure substance and we have assumed that the entropy of melting at high pressure is equal to the gas constant [63] . With x 0 = 0.79, we reproduce the experimentally measured solidus of an Earth-like mantle composition (4100 K at 140 GPa) [39] . A more detailed treatment of the influence of composition on silicate solidus and liquids at super-earth conditions is not justified at this point owing to lack of data. For the melting curve of pure iron, we use the ab initio simulation results of Morard et al. [56] . We have re-fit their results to ( figure 3) T Fe = 6500 K P 340 GPa 0.515 .
(1.11) Equation (1.11) is consistent with recent diamond anvil cell experiments [64] in addition to shock wave [54] and ab initio [55] results. The cores of super-earths are unlikely to be pure iron. To account for freezing point depression owing to possible impurities, such as Ni, S, O and Si, we use (equation (1.10) ) with x 0 = 0.89, which produces a value of the melting point that agrees with estimates of the temperature at the boundary between Earth's liquid outer core and solid inner core [65, 66] . We construct models of the temperature distribution within super-earths by assuming that the temperature gradient is adiabatic in the interior of the mantle and the core, and that T p and T c are set by silicate melting (figure 4). We assume that T c is equal to the silicate solidus at the pressure of the core-mantle boundary. We assume that T p is also governed by silicate melting and set to a value between the solidus and liquidus temperature at the planetary surface: 1600 K, which is the value for the present-day Earth [44] . The mantle adiabat is computed from the code HeFESTo [38] , whereas the core adiabat is computed from the results of ab initio lattice dynamics calculations [57] . We determine the variation of pressure and density with radius by solving the equations of hydrostatic equilibrium and mass conservation [15] , using the HeFESTo equation of state for the mantle, assumed to be of pyrolite composition [38] , and for the core, an equation of state fit to the seismologically determined properties of the Earth's core [15] .
Our thermal models produce a temperature contrast at the core-mantle boundary T CMB that increases with planetary mass. Our results are approximated by
The mass dependence arises, because the silicate melting curve increases more rapidly with pressure than the adiabat. From equation (1.8), we have the well-known Lindemann result 13) whereas for the adiabat ∂ ln T adiabat ∂ ln ρ = γ (1.14) and the value of the Grüneisen parameter for silicates γ ∼ 1, so that the temperature (equation (1.13)) rises more steeply on compression than equation (1.14). Our temperature profiles differ substantially from those that have been proposed before for super-earths, particularly in the vicinity of the core-mantle boundary. For example, studies based on parametrized convection have assumed that T CMB is independent of mass [15, 68] , and substantially smaller than the temperature contrast in the Earth. Fluid dynamical simulations of mantle convection that do not self-consistently include a core, must choose a lower boundary condition: one such study [ examined the case of no heating from below, implying T CMB = 0, whereas van den Berg et al.
[67] allowed for mixed heating modes and found temperatures at the core-mantle boundary for M p = 8 M that are not very different from what we find for M p = 10 M . These studies do not consider the possible effects of silicate melting on the temperature distribution and recognize T CMB as one of the most uncertain parameters in thermal models of super-earths. We suggest that by considering the influence of partial melting on the thermal regulation of boundary layers, this uncertainty is reduced to that of our knowledge of material properties, including the melting curve of rock, at very high pressure.
The thermal state of super-earth cores permits magnetic field generation: a large volume of a liquid conductor is present in the form of molten iron alloy, and the freezing out of the inner core as the core cools, provides a source of latent heat and gravitational energy release for driving the field (figure 4). Super-earth cores are partially molten over the entire mass range considered. The reason for this is that silicate and iron melting temperatures are similar over the relevant pressure range (figure 3): the silicate solidus nearly coincides with the melting curve of pure iron. The tops of super-earth cores are therefore completely molten in our analysis. Because the core adiabat rises less steeply than the iron melting curve, super-earth cores cross the iron melting curve with increasing depth and are solid at their centres. Our results suggest that the size of the frozen inner core grows with planetary mass. Magnetic field generation also requires that the mantle carry heat away from the core sufficiently rapidly [69] . Combining equations (1.1) and (1.12), we find that the heat flux at the core-mantle boundary grows linearly with planetary mass
where we have scaled to an estimate of the value in the present-day Earth [70] . This heat flux must exceed the heat conducted down the adiabat for the core to convect. According to the approximate relation for the core geothermal [71] , the temperature gradient at the core-mantle boundary ∂T/∂r ≈ −2T c /R c ln(T 0 /T c ), where R c is the radius of the core and T 0 is the temperature at the centre. Then
which depends weakly on planetary mass. We have assumed that T c ∝ M 1/2 p and that the ratio T 0 /T c is independent of planetary mass in accordance with our results (figure 4). We adopt the pressure dependence of the thermal conductivity of liquid iron alloys found in a recent ab initio study, which yields k ∝ M 1/2 p , assuming that mass scales linearly with the pressure at the core-mantle boundary [72] . Because the mass dependence of equation (1.16) is less than that of equation (1.15) , the condition for core convection F CMB > F cond is always satisfied for superearths, and they are expected to have dynamo-generated magnetic fields. We have assumed that F CMB depends weakly on planetary mass, except through its dependence on T CMB : the most important uncertainty may be in the choice of the appropriate value of η to use in equation (1.1), because the value of η may vary orders of magnitude across the boundary layer. We note that another recent study with very different approach came to similar conclusions: that long-lived magnetic fields are likely in super-earths over a wide range of masses [73] .
The role of melting in influencing the thermal structure of super-earths highlights our uncertainty in material behaviour at the extreme pressure-temperature conditions that characterize the interiors of these bodies. The melting curve of silicate and iron alloys of realistic planetary composition (i.e. not pure) are still highly uncertain. For example, we have not considered here the possible consequences of incongruent melting of the MgSiO 3 component at ultra-high pressure that has recently been predicted by ab initio simulations [74] . The viscosity of the rock component, including the influence of pressure, temperature and melt content, is another major uncertainty with an important impact on planetary cooling times: for example, ab initio simulations yield estimates of the diffusion coefficient, which must be scaled to the viscosity with an assumed grain size. The influence of partial melt on the viscosity is only known near ambient pressure. The dynamics of super-earth mantles are also highly uncertain at present, with recent results arriving at very different conclusions as to the possible presence and significance of plate tectonics [75] [76] [77] [78] [79] , and the existence of deep convection [47, 48] . Our analysis suggests that future dynamical modelling efforts should consider a wider range of initial conditions, and include the influence of partial melting.
Our estimates of high-pressure material behaviour lead to the conclusion that rock-iron super-earths are likely to exhibit vigorous convection in their mantles that is sufficient to sustain dynamo-generated magnetic fields and surface volcanism. Volcanism and magnetic field generation may be important for habitability. Magnetic fields may influence habitability by protecting the planetary atmosphere against erosion by stellar winds [80] . Volcanism adds greenhouse gases to the atmosphere that may be essential for preventing or ending completely ice-covered snowball states. Some of these species also have robust spectral signatures that should be diagnostic [81] . Radio emissions [82] and co-rotational anomalies in stellar signals have been proposed as possible methods for detecting exoplanet magnetic fields. Observation of magnetic field and volcanic signatures may provide the best opportunity to constrain the thermal state of the interiors of super-earths within the habitable zone.
